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Abstract 

Agile software development is regarded a major shift from the traditional or plan driven 

software development methodology to an iterative methodology. Such iterative 

development methods are deemed suitable to the ever-changing software requirements. 

Agile is not intended to abolish the already established traditional methods. It is in contrast 

to the former method of software development which constitutes extensive planning and 

documentation, codified processes, and rigorous development process. More than two 

decades on, the emergence of agile software development continues to gain support from 

enthusiast both in the industry and academia. This is because of the numerous advantages 

like improved software quality, speed of product delivery, and reduced cost. However, 

there is need for up-to-date study on the state-of-art of agile software development in 

scientific literature. 

The goal of this thesis is to identify current studies on agile software development and 

present findings on its benefits and challenges. A systematic literature review was 

conducted on empirical studies on agile software development published between January 

2006 and December 2017. The data was obtained from four different electronic databases, 

i.e. ACM, IEEE Xplore, Web of Science, and Springer. The search strategy identified 

6608 papers, of which 25 primary papers were identified as being relevant to the focus of 

this thesis. The 25 primary papers were group under two common themes: introduction 

and adoption of agile software development, and software development team. 

The result shows that agile software development continues to receive wider reception in 

many projects, both in co-located and distributed software development settings. This is 

due to the many benefits of agile software development, such as: boosting communication, 

improve collaboration, improve physical and psychological wellbeing of team members, 

minimize rework, quick delivery, and enhance management and coordination. However, 

the result also reveals some challenges in using agile software development in projects. 

For example; distance between people involved in the project, lack of knowledge and 

support, collective decision making. 
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1. Introduction 

In today modern world, software serves and enhances every aspect of human life, 

stretching across various industries such as, government, transportation, commerce, 

manufacturing, agriculture, health, and many other sectors. These industries and business 

sectors use software for their growth and day-to-day operations (Tuomi, 2017; Cockburn 

& Wilson, 1996; Schmidt, 2016.). As the demand for software product continues to 

increase, there arise new challenges on maintaining and improving software quality, 

while making it faster and even cheaper (Rao, Naidu & Chakka, 2011; Lindvall et al., 

2004; VersionOne, 2019). 

Software development involves complex procedures and that may vary from one software 

to another (Standish, 2014). Such could be due to the fundamental characteristics of the 

software, the general nature of software development, or the requirements of the software 

(Schmidt, 2016). These complexities lead to ideas and concepts on how software should 

be developed (Erickson, Lyytinen & Siau, 2005; Highsmith, J., 2002; Abrahamson et al., 

2002). As a result, it becomes daunting and difficult task of choosing which method of 

software development is right or suitable to apply to a particular software project 

(Erickson et al., 2005; Highsmith, 2002b; Abrahamson, Salo, Ronkainen & Warsta, 

2017). 

Overtime, the software engineering world has come up with various practices and 

methods of software development, and it is constantly changing (Diebold & Dahlem, 

2014). First was the period where we had the traditional method (heavyweight, e.g. 

waterfall). This traditional method was basically plan driven and focus heavily on project 

documentation (Highsmith & Cockburn, 2001; Highsmith, 2002a). Because of its 

inability to bring the right solutions to match with the fast-changing software demands, 

this method was deemed insufficient and deeply flawed. However, efforts were made and 

suggestions given on how to treat software development as an incremental process (small 

releases, with rapid cycles), cooperative (customer and developer working constantly 

together through communication), straightforward (easy to learn, modify and document), 

and adaptive (able to make last moment changes) (Ågerfalk, Fitzgerald & In, 2006; 

Abrahamson et al., 2002). Those efforts marked the start of lightweight and iterative 

methods, which finally spearheaded the agile software development. Agile software 

development was not intended to abolish the traditional way of software development, 

for example Waterfall (Williams & Cocknurn, 2003). But in many ways in contrast to the 

traditional methods which consist of extensive planning, codified processes and rigorous 

development process (Boehm, 2002; Dybå & Dingsøyr, 2008). 

The emergence of agile software development continues to gained popularity and support 

both in industry and academia (VersionOne, 2019). Because of this increasing interest, 

there has been various studies on topics of agile software development (Dybå & Dingsøyr, 

(2008); Diebold & Dahlem, (2014); Vallon, da Silva Estácio, Prikladnicki & Grechenig, 

2017; Ahmad, Dennehy, Conboy & Oivo, (2018). The following Table 1, Present the 

comparison of previous studies on agile software development, along with this thesis 

work. 
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Table 1. Comparison of previous on agile software development 

Author(s) Dybå & 

Dingsøyr (2008) 

Diebold & 

Dahlem 

(2014) 

Vallon et al. 

(2017) 

Ahmad et 

al. (2018) 

This study 

(2018) 

Title Empirical 

Studies of Agile 

Software 

Development: A 

Systematic 

Literature 

Review 

Agile 

Practices in 

Practice: A 

Mapping 

Study 

Systematic 

Literature 

Review on Agile 

Practices in 

Global Software 

Development 

Kanban in 

Software 

Engineering: 

A 

Systematic 

Mapping 

Study 

Empirical 

Studies on 

Agile Software 

Development 

Benefits and 

Challenges: A 

Systematic 

Literature 

Review 

Purpose Present current 

knowledge on 

agile software 

development. 

Provide the 

understanding 

on which agile 

practices are 

used in 

software 

industry under 

different 

circumstances. 

Provide details 

on the recorded 

successes of 

applying agile 

practices to a 

distributed 

software 

development 

environment. 

Investigate 

the state-of-

art of 

Kanban 

studies in 

software 

engineering. 

Identifies 

empirical 

studies on agile 

software 

development 

and present 

findings on its 

benefits and 

challenges. 

Method Systematic 

Literature 

Review 

Mapping 

Study 

Systematic 

Literature 

Review 

Systematic 

Mapping 

Study 

Systematic 

Literature 

Review 

Years  Unknown - 2005 2010 - 2013 2009 - 2016 2006 - 2016 2006 - 2017 

Source of         

primary 

studies 

 Scientific 

literature 

 IEEE Xplore 

 ACM digital 

library 

 Compendex 

 ISI Web of 

science 

 ScienceDirect 

- Elsevier 

 Springer Link 

 Wiley 

 Scientific 

literature 

 IEEE 

Xplore 

 ACM 

digital 

library 

 Google 

scholar 

 Springer 

Link 

 Scientific 

literature 

 ACM Digital 

Library 

 AIS 

Electronic 

Library 

 Compendex 

 IEEE Xplore 

 INSPEC 

 Scopus 

 Scientific 

literature 

 ACM 

Digital 

Library 

 Scopus 

 IEEE 

Xplore 

 ISS Web 

of 

Science 

 Scientific 

literature 

 IEEE 

Xplore 

 ACM 

digital 

library 

 ISI Web of 

science 

 Springer 

Link 

 

The literature review conducted by Dybå and Dingsøyr (2008) provided benefits and 

limitations, as well as the implication for research and practice. The study included studies 

published up to 2005 and investigated Extreme Programming (XP) almost exclusively. 

Dybå and Dingsøyr pointed out the need for up-to date and quality studies on agile 

software development within a common research agenda.. Similarly, Diebold and 

Dahlem (2014) evaluated and presented empirical findings on the current use of agile 

practices in industries. Diebold and Dahlem concluded with evidence of the importance 

of agile practices in the industry. However, due to time restrictions, the study could only 

cover studies with certain publication dates, from 2010 to mid-2013, which could have 

affected the validity of the study. Vallon, et al. (2017) conducted a study on the usage of 

agile methods and practices, particularly focused on a distributed software development 

setting. The study aimed to provide full insight to what is known about agile practices in 

global software development. The study identified serious need and opportunities for 
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future research to report on empirical studies in core agile development practices. Such 

research to cover all other agile methods and practices other than Scrum and extreme 

programming. In 2018, Ahmad, et al. investigated the scientific evidence of Kanban in 

software engineering. The study conducted a systematic study to identify the state-of-art 

of Kanban, and included studies between 2006 and 2016.  

The previous studies point to a common conclusion of researches on agile software 

development. That it is of utmost importance to have more systematic and insight 

knowledge, which will conclusively guide future research and inform an effective 

implementation of agile software development (Conboy, 2009). However, despite the 

immense contributions of the previous studies to the body of knowledge, there is still lack 

of recent and coherent view on the topic. There is need for a current systematic research 

on empirical studies on agile software development. This thesis is conducted as a 

complementary study to the previous SLRs, particularly, the study of Dybå and Dingsøyr 

(2008) with focus on the benefits and challenges of agile software development. 

Therefore, the main goal of this thesis is to conduct a systematic literature review (SLR), 

aim at develop an understanding of agile software development, and present findings on 

the benefits and challenges of agile software development as experienced in the industry. 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the background to this 

thesis. Section 3 outline the research method used in the execution of this thesis. Results 

of the review is given in Section 4. Next in Section 5, presents discussions on the result 

of findings and provide answers to the research question. In Section 6 the validity threats 

and limitations of this study are outlined. Finally, in chapter 7 the thesis concludes with 

suggestion for future work. 
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2. Background  

This Chapter provides a background to the studies of agile software development. The 

Section 2.1 gives brief overview on how software development processes and how it has 

changed over time. Finally, in Section 2.2 discusses agile software development, in 

respect to its values and principle. 

2.1 Software development process 

Software can be seen in almost every consumer and business product today. We use in 

our homes, offices, vehicles, streets and it even constitute a greater part of human society 

today (Schmidt, 2016). As one author put it shortly: “Software is eating the world” 

(Andressen, 2011). Today, software-base product and services are used almost by every 

person, either through business software or smart phone application with aim to solve or 

carry out life tasks. Software development includes different tasks like programming, 

testing, project management, documentation, requirement specification, installation of 

development tools, as well as communication with various stakeholders.   

Software developing processes is defined by the set of activities that leads to the 

realization of a software products (Sommerville, 2004). These activities vary from one 

software to software another, and depends on the organization’s interest and customer 

requirements. However, Sommerville (2004) suggested that every software development 

projects must include at least the following task: (1) the definition task for the software 

specification, where the functionality of the software and its constraints are defined. (2) 

Implementation task for software design, coding, and testing. (3) Software evolution for 

modification, adaptation and corrections, to ensure that the software product always do 

what the customer wants. However, software development has evolved over the past 

decades and can be best distinguished in three sets of generation: (1) craftsmanship (2) 

early software engineering, and (3) modern software engineering (Schmidt, 2016). These 

generations of software development are illustrated in the Figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1.  How software engineering evolved (Schmidt, 2016) 
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The figure 1 shows how software development is handled throughout different 

generations of software engineering, in respect to cost per unit (Schmidt, 2016). As the 

complexity keep rising, new approach is being formed. 

Craftsmanship 

In the 1950’s, software development was best described as an ad hoc development with 

no particular standardize process, technologies, or development methods. Meaning that 

software product was customized based on a particular purpose intended by the 

organization and then deployed to the mainframe computers with primitive language 

(Schmidt, 2016). As a result, many quality and maintenance issues sprang up (Austin, R.  

& Devin, 2009). This approach was later seen as an unformalized “Code-and-fix” 

approach (Boehm, 2006; Abrahamsson et al., 2002). According to Mohapatra (2010) 

code-and-fix were the early simple and straightforward development method, which 

includes writing of codes, self-examination and resolving bug issues. The main limitation 

of code-and-fix was that it is expensive after few iterations, and was not scalable due to 

the lack of planning, requirements and design stages before the actual execution (Misra, 

Kumar, Kumar, Fantazy & Akhter, 2012). Later in the 70’s, more people became involved 

in software development and the process was more formalized, resulting to the popular” 

Waterfall model” of software development (Royce, 1970). The Waterfall model became 

a systematic approach that complies to specific software development process or plan 

driven steps of moving software through series of representation from requirements to 

finished software product (Boehm, 2006; Misra et al., 2012). This model uses a feedback 

loops between stages of the software development and encourages “Prototyping” in the 

early stage of the software development. (Misra et al., 2012). This means that the software 

development problems need to be fully specified, and predictable solution must be 

planned well in advance (Schmidt, 2016). The Waterfall model was later implemented as 

a sequential process (i.e. defining set of requirements before designing, and the coding 

was not initiated until the software design was completed). This implementation marked 

the gradual shift from craftmanship to industrial software production (Schmidt, 2016). 

Early software engineering 

In the 1980’s, the use of the software functionality increased sharply. New tools were 

introduced to development, as well as using high-level object-oriented programming 

languages to enhance software productivity. In the 1990’s, many changes occurred 

(software development methods became more incremental), and more modelling 

languages were introduced. The processes in the software industry evolved from a code-

and-fix process to a professional process (Schmidt, 2016). 

Modern Software Engineering 

In the era of modern software engineering, software development processes became more 

complex. The software industry is met with a constant wave of change, new technology 

formed, and assimilated with help of the World Wide Web (Schmidt, 2016; MacCormack, 

Verganti & Iansiti, 2001). Software organizations see more unpredictable changes in 

product requirements. As the consumer market moves to a user-friendly interface. The 

software industry continuously tries to solve some of the major issues like the speed-to-

market and the ability to change new requirements (Baskerville, Ramesh, Levine, Pries-

Heje & Slaughter, 2003). Clearly the traditional models were incapable of providing the 
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required solution to those issues. Interactive products needed to be made faster and 

customer’s feedback needed be taken into consideration in a timely manner. As a result, 

the future of software development became iterative (Schmidt, 2016, MacCormack et al., 

2001.). In the 2000’s, saw the emergence of agile software development (Royce, Bittner 

& Perrow, 2009). 

2.2 Agile software development 

Agile software development (lightweight) was formed to do away with the challenges of 

the traditional models (heavyweight plan-driven development processes) (Highsmith & 

Cockburn, 2001; Dybå, & Dingsøyr, 2008; Sommerville, 2004; Codabux & Williams, 

2013). Lightweight means that the processes done in a short iterative cycle, where users 

are included in the decision-making process of prioritizing and verifying the software 

requirements (Boehm & Turner, 2005).  

Definition: 

“incremental, developmental process, which include communication and cooperation of 

customers and the software engineers, and is adaptable to new changes as well as being 

easy to modify” (Abrahamson et al., 2002) 

2.2.1 What agile means (Agility) 

The shift from the traditional methods to the agile methods had to do with the shifting of 

emphasis from process and documentation to emphasis on quick development, customer 

satisfaction and feedback incorporation (Misra et al., 2012). But the question remains, 

what does it mean to be agile in the context of software development? As Jim Highsmith 

suggests that being agile means “to be able to Delivery quickly. Change quickly. Change 

often” (Highsmith, Orr & Cockburn, 2000). Agile appeared at the early 1990’s, according 

to the report of Nagel and Dove (1991). The report indicated agile origin to be from the 

manufacturing: 

“a manufacturing system with extraordinary capability to meet the rapidly changing 

needs of the market” as well as “a system that can change quickly among product modes 

or between product lines, in real time to customer demands” (Nagel and Dove, 1991). 

In other studies, agile is related to other concepts like; nimbleness, suppleness, quickness, 

dexterity, liveliness, or alertness, which has to do with the stripping away of the heaviness 

(in reference to the traditional method). This in turn promotes apt response to changes, be 

it in its environment, user requirements and the accelerated project deadlines (Erickson 

et al., 2005; Abrahamson et al., 2002.). The reason being that the traditional method is 

meticulously rigid and often slow to respond to changing environment, which make it not 

fit for all case of software development (Erickson et al., 2005). Agility is also viewed in 

a business context as “a business-wide capability that embraces organizational 

structures, information systems, logistic processes and mind-set” (Christopher and 

Towill, 2000). 
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2.2.2 Agile manifesto and principles 

In February 2001, a group of software practitioner and advocates of the concepts of a 

lightweight software development method gathered. The meeting resulted in the 

formation of agile software development manifesto (Beck et al. 2001). The manifesto 

reads as follows (Beck, et al., 2001): 

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping other do 

it. Through this work we have come to value: 

 Individuals and interactions over processes and tools 

 Working software over comprehensive documentation 

 Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 

 Responding to change over following a plan 

That is while there is a value in the item on the right, we value the item on the left more 

(Beck, et al., 2001). 

This manifesto became the core of the agile movement. Being that it characterizes the 

values of what agile methods are and how they are distinguished from the traditional 

methods (Cohen, D., 2003). Furthermore, the manifesto is based on 12 common principle 

(Beck, et al., 2001): 

 Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous 

delivery of valuable software. 

 Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project. 

 Welcome changing requirements, even late in development 

 Deliver working software frequently. 

 Working software is the primary measure of progress 

 Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and 

support they need, and trust them to get the job done. 

 The best architectures, requirement, and designs emerge from the self-organizing 

teams. 

 The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within 

a development team is face-to-face conversation. 

 Agile processes promote sustainable development. 

 Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility. 

Simplicity is essential. 

Project teams evaluate their effectiveness at regular intervals and adjust their 

behaviour accordingly. 

 

2.2.3 Agile software development methodologies 

In the end of 1990’s into the 2000’s, some software development methods were 

introduced. These methods were based on the idea of incremental, iterative and 

evolutionary software development (Schmidt, 2016). Methods such as: Extreme 

programming (XP) (Beck, 2000), Adaptive Software Development (ASD) (Highsmith, 

2013), Dynamic System Development Method (DSDM) (Stepleton, 1999), Future Driven 

Development (FDD) (Palmer & Felsing, 2001), Scrum (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002), Lean 

development (Poppendieck & Poppendieck, 2003). 
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In general, these methods are in contrast to the heavyweight plan-driven processes, with 

shorter cycle, user-inclusive development process, and reduces cost (Lu & Declue, 2011). 

During the formation of the agile software manifesto, these software development 

methods thereafter identified as agile software development methods (Highsmith & 

Cockburn, 2001). Some methods like ASD, DSDM, and Scrum focus more on the aspect 

of project management and collaboration practices, while others, especially XP are more 

focused on software development practices (Highsmith, 2002b). The agile method shares 

a lot in common, for example their values, but with some differences in the practices they 

suggest (Cohen, Lindvall & Costa, 2004).  

There are more agile software development methods than will be mentioned in this 

section. The aim here is not to introduce all possible agile methodology, but to briefly 

summaries of those popular agile methods which are considered as most referenced agile 

software development methods (Dybå & Dingsøyr, 2008, Rao, Naidu & Chakka, 2011). 

Adaptive software Development (ASD) 

ASD was initiated by James A. Highsmith “in order to thrive in a chaotic environment, 

we must have practices that embraces and respond to change - practices that are 

adaptable. Even more importantly, we need people, teams, and organizations that are 

adaptable and agile” (Highsmith, 2013). ASD focus mainly on the problems of 

developing large and complex systems, encourage an incremental, iterative development, 

which is accompanied with a constant prototyping (Abrahamson et al., 2002). The 

practices of ASD are empowered by the belief in continuous adaptation, that is a different 

philosophy and a different life cycle aimed toward accepting continuous change. Such 

life cycle is dedicated to learning continuously, and oriented to change, re-evaluation, as 

well as radical collaboration amongst developers, management and even the customer 

(Highsmith 2000; Abrahamson et al., 2002). The life-cycle are (Highsmith 2013): 

Speculate, Collaborate, and Learn, and is best depicted in figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. ASD lifecycle phases (Highsmith 2013). 

Speculation which further involves the project initiation and the adaptive cycle planning, 

give room for more exploration, experimentation and deviation from initial plan without 

fear of failure. “A team that speculates does not abandon planning; it acknowledges the 

reality of uncertainty” (Highsmith, 2013). Collaboration the ability to work jointly to 

produce results, share knowledge and make good decisions. It stresses the importance of 

team work as the means of developing high-change systems. In learning, knowledge has 

to be tested constantly, through the use of practices like; “Project retrospective and 

customer focus groups”. Learning highlights the need to acknowledge and react to errors, 

and understanding that the requirements may well be changed during the project 

development (Highsmith, 2013; Abrahamson et al., 2002). 
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Dynamic System Development Method (DSDM) 

DSDM started in the early 1990’s. It is a framework based on Rapid application 

development (RAD) practices (Cohen et al., 2004; Abrahamson et al., 2002). The main 

idea of DSDM is to fix the time and resources first and then adjust the functionality next 

(Abrahamson et al., 2002). The figure 3 illustrates the five phases of DSDM, which are 

feasibility study, business study, functional model iteration, design and build iteration, 

and implementation. Important to note that the first two phases are sequential, and done 

once, and the other last three phases are done during the actual development (since there 

are iterative and incremental) (Abrahamson et al., 2002).  

 

Figure 3. DSDM processes phase diagram (Stepleton, 1999) 

Feasibility study: here the assessment of how suitable DSDM is for a given project is 

executed. This includes considering the nature of the project, organization and people 

issues of the project. Such study is not expected to exceed a period of two weeks (Cohen 

et al., 2004; Abrahamson et al., 2002). 

Business study: in this phase the characteristics of business and technology is solidly 

analysed. Such is done by organizing workshops, where knowledgeable expert assembles 

to consider all the essential facet of the system, and to agree on the development priority. 

The result of this phase is the business area definition, which identifies the user, market, 

and business process that will be affected by the system (Cohen et al., 2004; Abrahamson 

et al., 2002). 

Functional model iteration: here is the first iterative and incremental phase of DSDM. 

The contents and approach for the iteration are planned, and the iterations are gone 

through, the results are further analysed for future iterations. A functional model which 

contain the prototyping code and the analysis models are produced as a result. This phase 

has a common process with the design and build iteration phase. That is: To identify what 

is to be produced, agree on how and when to do it, create the product, and check that it 

has been produced correctly (Cohen et al., 2004; Abrahamson et al., 2002). 

Design and build iteration: another iterative phase, where the system is mainly executed. 

The expected output will be a tested system that satisfy the agreed set of requirements, 

from maximum to the minimum. The prototypes are review by the users and the 

development is based on the users’ comments (Cohen et al., 2004; Abrahamson et al., 

2002). 
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Implementation: at this phase, the system is transferred from the development area to the 

actual production. The output includes a user manual, and a project review report which 

describes the general state of the system (Cohen et al., 2004; Abrahamson et al., 2002). 

Feature Driven Development (FDD) 

FDD is an adaptive way of developing software systems (focusing on design and 

building). It began in the late 1990’s. FDD approach covers the iterative development 

using best practices in the industry. Quality is emphasis throughout the process, as the 

process includes frequent and tangible deliveries, coupled with adequate monitoring of 

the project progress (Palmer & Felsing, 2002.). FDD consist of five sequential processes 

as illustrated in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Process of FDD (Palmer & Felsing 2002) 

Develop an overall model: As the development of the overall model begins, the expert 

well vested with the scope, context and requirements of the system, presents everyone 

involved with a walkthrough information. The team is informed of high-level description 

of the system. Further the overall domain is divided into subdomain areas, and a more 

detailed walkthrough is held to create object models for the domain in question. As a 

result, an overall model shape is constructed for the system (Palmer & Felsing 2002.). 

Build a Feature list: based on the information received, object models and existing 

requirement documentation, a thorough feature list for the system is created. In list 

reflects the client valued feature present in the system. Each feature represents each of 

the domain area (Palmer & Felsing 2002.). 

Plan by feature: here upon the creation of the feature list, the list is sequenced based on 

their priority and dependencies (design packages). This design package is assigned to the 

chief programmer, who then distribute and assign ownership to other developers (Palmer 

& Felsing 2002.). 

Design by feature & build by feature: after the design packages are assigned, iterative 

aspect of the process begins. Usually iterations period is set by the chief programmer 

based on the feature chosen, and will take between 1-2 weeks. The selected features are 

then plan in detail, build, and integrated (Palmer & Felsing 2002.). 

Extreme programming (XP) 

Extreme programming is lightweight, efficient, low-risk, flexible and fun way to develop 

software, both in small and medium-sized teams in a face of rapidly-changing 

requirements (Beck, 2000). It is based on a set of values, principles, and practices of agile, 

which improves software quality and response to changes. Meaning that developer will 
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have to constantly review their systems based on their priority and deliver such 

functionality (Schmidt, 2016). XP practitioners pay adequate attention to the software 

code as against plans and documentation. The quality of software is regularly checked 

with the aid of an automated test (unit test, acceptance test, integration test). XP places 

emphasis on communication, simplicity, feedback, courage, and involves activities like, 

coding, testing, listening, and debugging (Beck, 2000.). Accordingly, these values and 

activities leads to the 12 core practices of XP as illustrated on Table 2. 

Table 2. Description of the core practices of XP (Beck, 2000; Erickson et al., 2005). 

XP practices Description 

The Planning 

Game 

Plan what to achieve in next release. Targeting the shortest possible iteration time. Not in 

weeks, months and years, but in seconds, minutes and hours. 

Small releases Making frequent releases in bits, make work progress visible. 

Metaphors Define and refine the architecture, detailing how it will work. 

Simple design Designing should be kept simple, and evolves as the during the test and design improvements 

Tests An iterative test-first approach, where testing is done all the time, and by everyone including the 

customer. 

Refactoring Restructuring and polishing the code is daily business, and the design should evolve to keep it 

as simple as possible 

Pair 

programming 

Pair of programmer coding and reviewing on same machine, then switching roles as pilot and 

conductor. 

Collective 

ownership 

The code is owned by all developers, and are allowed to modify the code at any time, when the 

time seems right. 

Continuous 

integration 

Developers integrate new codes in to the system several times per day. 

40-hour weeks Requirement should be selected for each iteration such that no overtime is required by the 

developers 

On-site 

customers 

Customer is available to the team all the time to answer to answer questions, testing. 

Open workspace Developer work together in a common workspace and common machines in the center. 

 

Scrum 

Scrum idea is based on the paper of Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986).  Schwaber and Beedle 

(2002) illustrated Scrum approaches as tailored to fit the management of the systems 

development process, as it involves management activities, aimed at consistently 

identifying deficiencies and impediments during the course of development. During the 

process, focus is given to how the team functions in order to build a flexible system in a 

constantly changing environment. The idea of Scrum involves several environmental and 
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technical variables, like time frame, requirements, resources, and technology that are most 

likely to change during the process (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002.). The Scrum development 

framework is illustrated in the following Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Scrum development framework (Schmidt, 2006) 

Roles in Project: a project team is made up of 10 people, with specific role assigned to 

each team member. The Scrum master (SM) assumes the role of a facilitator who takes 

charge of the Scrum processes and remove obstacle that might hinder the team efficiency. 

The Product Owner (PO) represent the customer’s view within the team and make sure 

that the customer requirements are actually implemented. Every other member of the team 

belongs to Scrum development team, where they analyze the requirements, design, 

develop and test the software product. Scrum has a cross-functional skill-set team 

members, mean each individual team member has the desired set of skill to realize the 

software development work (Schmidt, 2006.). 

Sprints: the iterative work mode sees that development work is split into bit of 

development cycle. Usually the length of such cycle is between 1-4 weeks, after which 

the team is expected to make some tangle deliverable of new features to the customer. 

Each sprint well begins with a sprint planning where the team meets to delegate which 

feature is to be implemented next. Followed by a Sprint review, where the team present 

it work progress to the team, PO and customer (usually the team state what they had done, 

what they will do next, and raise any issue or challenges that may be hindering their work 

progress, if any). The last of the Sprint is the Retrospective meeting for the team to 

deliberate on better ways to teamwork processes in the future (Schmidt, 2006.). 

Product backlog: Developmental task are arranged or organized here. The tasks are list 

with their priority, as assigned by the PO. The team then pick each task and form the 

sprint backlog task, where its progress can be tracked with the help of a burndown chart 

(Schmidt, 2006.). 

Lean Development 

The core concept of Lean development dates back to the 1940’s. During that time, Lean 

development was mainly associated to the manufacturing industry. For example; the 

Toyota car manufacturing system (Womack, Womack, Jones & Roos, 1990; Cohen et al., 

2004). The manufacturing system based its concept on two features: (1) the Just-in-time 

production. This mean that if during production an error occurs, the production will be 

stopped immediately in order to avoid defects in the produced item. As a result, more 

focus is given to producing only the necessary products, in right quantity at the given 
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time. (2) Focus on promoting respect-for-human, as it promotes worker participation in 

decision making process. These ideas were mainly driven by the need to reduce the 

amount of waste in production, which will in turn reduce cost (Sugimori, Kusunoki, Cho 

& Uchikawa, 1977.). 

The Lean principle was later adapted to software development by Poppendick and 

Poppendick (2003). The goal of Lean software development is to assist organizations in 

becoming more productive and well managed. Through elimination of waste and ensuring 

customer satisfaction (Poppendieck & Poppendieck, 2003). The seven Lean principles 

given by Poppendick and Poppendick (2003) to guide users on delivering software 

product is given as: Eliminating waste, Build quality in, Create knowledge, Defer 

commitment, Deliver fast, Respect people, and Optimize the whole.  

Kanban 

Kanban has become an evolutionary and incremental change practice through which the 

Lean principles are fulfilled. Kanban is a Japanese word meaning “Card” or “Signboard” 

and was first introduced to software development in 2004 (Anderson, 2010.). The reason 

was to aid the just-in-time production system reach its core objective, through 

implementation of its pully policy. The goal of Kanban is to create visual display of 

software development process and limit the amount of work in progress (WIP) (Hiranabe, 

2008; Shingo & Dillon, 1989; Ahmad, Markkula & Oivo, 2013). Kanban uses boards to 

display work progress during software development.  Showing what work is assigned to 

each developer, work stages, and communicates priorities and challenges to the team 

(Ahmad et al., 2013). Anderson (2010) proposed five Kanban principles which are vital 

to successful implementation in software development (1. Visualize the workflow, 2. 

Limit WIP by reducing the amount of task cards on each column, 3. Measure and manage 

flow, 4. Make process policies explicit. 5. Improve continuously).  
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3. Research Method 

This chapter layout all the phases and steps involved in the execution of this research. In 

order to be able to complement previous SLR of Dybå and Dingsøyr (2008), this thesis 

adopted similar systematic literature review (SLR) approach, to investigate and report 

information about what is known of agile software development. This systematic 

literature review follows guideline by provided by Kitchenham & Charters (2007). 

“A systematic literature review (often referred to as a systematic review) is a means of 

identifying, evaluating and interpreting all available research relevant to a particular 

research question, or topic are, or phenomenon of interest” (Kitchenham & Charters. 

2007). 

There are several reasons for conducting a SLR according to Kitchenham and Charters 

(2007), such as: 

 Summarizing existing evidence regarding specific topics, e.g. agile software 

development.  

 Identify research gaps in already established studies in order propose area that 

require future investigation.  

 To provide a background for new research activity.  

Additionally, the main advantages of SLR are (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007):  

 Well-defined methodology which makes the results less likely to be bias.  

 Gives adequate information on an effect of some phenomenon, across a range of 

settings and empirical methods. 

 In a case of indulging a quantitative approach, it provides the option to combine 

data, which increases the likelihood of detecting effects. 

The major characteristic of SLR is its detailed and documented steps which allowed other 

researchers to assess their rigor, completeness and repeatability of the entire process 

(Kitchenham & Charters, 2007; Dybå & Dingsøyr, 2008). Like many other research 

methods, SLR comes with its own disadvantage too. This is evident in considerably large 

amount of effort and time it requires to undergo the process, compared to other review 

methods (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007). The three main phases of conducting systematic 

review are: planning the review, conducting the review, reporting the review, as 

illustrated in figure 6.  
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Figure 6. This study systematic literature review phases 

3.1 Planning the Review 

During the planning phase, ideas and strategies are drawn-out to set stage for the 

execution of the SLR. Some of the important activities of this stage are forming the 

research questions (see section 3.1.2), together with finding the needs and objectives of 

the systematic review (see section 3.1.1). These activities help in the forming of a review 

protocol. The review protocol serves as a guideline which specifies steps necessary for 

performing SLR. One of the purposes of a protocol is to reducing research bias 

(Kitchenham & Charters, 2007.). This SLR follows three steps in executing the planning 

phase (i.e. identify the need for the review, forming the research questions, and review 

protocol development and evaluation) as shown in the Figure 6. The step involved in this 

phase is further described in the next section. 

3.1.1 Identifying the need for the review 

Identifying the need for this systematic literature review was part of the early step to 

conducting this review. It is clear from the findings in previous literature review (Dybå 

& Dingsøyr, (2008); Diebold & Dahlem, (2014); Vallon, da Silva Estácio, Prikladnicki 

& Grechenig, 2017; Ahmad, Dennehy, Conboy & Oivo, (2018). that there is need to 
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increase both the number and quality of research work on agile software development.  .  

In particular on studies that holds empirical evidence. This review intends to investigate 

further to include but also those methods which are popular in the industry, not Just Scrum 

and XP, and also extend the publication year to include current studies on benefits and 

challenges of ASD. There exist the need to find the effects of incorporating agile software 

development in software development works, as it would be important for practitioner, 

and also add to the body of knowledge. 

3.1.2 Specifying the research questions 

One of the most critical activity during this study planning phase is forming the research 

question. The main research question to be answered in this review is: 

RQ1. What is currently known about the benefits and challenges of agile software 

development? 

Research questions are meant to help identify the scope of any systematic literature 

review (SLR), guide in the research protocol formulation (Brereton, Kitchenham, 

Budgen, Turner & Khalil 2007). The research question used in this SLR is formulated in 

such a way that it helps in achieving the goals of this thesis. The purpose of the chosen 

research question (RQ1) is to determine the current state-of-art in ASD. It is relevant to 

this study to give a broader understanding on what has been recorded so far on benefits 

and challenges associated with the use of agile software development. 

3.1.3 Review protocol development and evaluation 

The review protocol details the steps or laid-out activities required to carry out SLR. The 

protocol consists of pre-defined steps necessary for the review to follow, in order to avoid 

research bias (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007). After the review protocol was fully 

developed, it was check and evaluated by this thesis supervisor. This review protocol 

specified the research questions, search strategy, inclusion and exclusion criteria, quality 

criteria, data extraction, and method of synthesis (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007). 

3.1.4 Search Strategy 

The aim of the search strategy is to ensure that our data search would span through a 

larger area of this research topic. Before the actual search for relevant papers, it is 

pertinent to conduct a pilot search. This would give the overall knowledge on the depth 

of existing research literature and helps to confirm the need for SLR (Kitchenham & 

Charters, 2007). Prior to conducting the pilot study, consultation was made with a 

librarian at the University of Oulu, Finland. The outcome of the meeting enlightened the 

author more on working with scientific databases, how to form a proper search strings, 

and how to combine them on different databases in order to get the right search results. 

Pilot search 

The purpose of a pilot search is to arrive at the right search strategy which inevitably leads 

to identifying the appropriate literatures (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007). Pilot search was 

conducted on selected databases as defined in the review protocol. The purpose was to 

understand how search on the different databases works. During this process search 
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strings are tailored to suit each database. Search strings were form based on keywords 

relating to this thesis topic ‘agile software development’. 

Piloting with the search string ‘agile software development’ received a hit of about 

266,868 in all the databases combined. Since the aim was to find as many hits as possible, 

no search techniques (without any refinement or limitation set) was applied except the 

default search options on the databases. Further another keyword ‘methodologies’ was 

attached to the previous search string and the search resulted to a combined total of 

298,605 hits. This gave a dramatic increase in the result obtained. Further search using a 

combination of the two search strings ‘agile software development’ and ‘agile software 

development methodologies’ was performed. It is expected that these keywords together 

have huge potential to yield substantial amount of data on the research topic (see Table 

3). 

Table 3. Results of pilot search with initial keywords 

Keyword ACM 

Digital 

Library 

Wiley 

Inter 

Science 

Journal 

Finder 

Springer Science 

Direct – 

Elsevier 

ISI Web 

of Science 

IEEE 

Xplore 

Total 

‘Agile 

software 

developm

ent’ 

222,806 6,988 19,797 11,061 3,405 2,811 266,868 

‘Agile 

software 

developm

ent 

methodolo

gies’ 

288,672 3,281 12,377 6,254 1,110 708 312,402 

‘Agile 

software 

developm

ent’ OR 

‘agile 

software 

developm

ent 

methodolo

gies’ 

288,672 3280 12,377 11,062 3,405 2814 321,610 

“Agile 

software 

developm

ent” OR 

“agile 

software 

developm

ent 

methodolo

gies” 

288,672 3281 12,377 826 1,278 2,814 309,248 
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As presented on the Table 4 above, a combination of the both search string is done using 

boolean operator ‘OR’. This generated a total of 321,610 hits on all the data sources 

combined. Search technique such as the quotation mark was applied to the search strings. 

Reason being that each database reacts to search strings differently. Without the quotation 

mark, phrases e.g. agile software development which are expected to serve as a single 

search string may be treated as two separate keywords. Not fetching irrelevant data is 

what the author seeks to achieve in this study. The search technique resulted in 309,248 

hits of all databases put together. It becomes evident that search strings with a quotation 

mark generates focused result than the search strings without. 

In order to arrive at the search string, the initial search strings were merged together and 

all duplicates removed. The search area is expanded by adding all the subset of the agile 

keyword (that is with synonyms), combined by other search techniques (such as AND, 

OR, “”, * and brackets), as shown in Table 4. The reason is to cover only topics of agile 

in area of software development, software engineering, and software industry as a whole. 

Which would eliminate the possibility of the strings returning results that are outside the 

focus of this master thesis. Further a refining criterion is applied on each database to 

include data only published between January 2006 to December 2017. Despite this search 

conducted in September 2018, the decision to choose publication dates is because of the 

consideration taken on the timing and publication of complete relevant and scientific 

result. The search retrieved a total of 523,307 hits.  

Table 4. Strings used in the pilot search 

Database number retrieved Piloted search strings 

ACM Digital Library 862 (agile OR "extreme programming" OR XP OR 

scrum OR (crystal AND (clear OR orange OR red 

OR blue)) OR dynamic system development 

method OR dsdm OR feature driven deve* OR fdd 

OR Lean OR kanban OR Scrumban) AND 

("software development") 

Wiley Inter Science 

Journal Finder 

3,304 

SpringerLink 9,314 

Web of science 2,491 

Science Direct – 

Elsevier 

505,505 (agile OR "extreme programming" OR scrum OR 

(crystal AND (clear OR orange OR red OR blue)) 

OR "dynamic system development method" OR 

"feature driven development" OR lean OR kanban 

OR Scrumban) AND (“software development") 

IEEE Xplore 1,831 (agile OR "extreme programming" OR scrum OR 

(crystal AND (clear OR orange OR red OR blue)) 

OR "dynamic system development method" OR 

"feature driven development" OR lean OR kanban 

OR Scrumban) AND (“software development") 

Total 523,307 

 

The initial assessment of the results, involved eliminating the search terms ((crystal AND 

(clear OR orange OR red OR blue)) AND software) from the keyword. This is because 

using this set of keywords was found to generate mostly data unconnected and irrelevant 
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to our study. For example; the word crystal also fetch studies from other fields of 

engineering and computer science.  The use of quotation marks was enforced on the actual 

search strings to reduce data noise, and advance techniques to tailoring the search string 

to suit each database. In the next section we present the finalized search string used in our 

actual search. 

Search strings 

The PICOC (population, intervention, outcome, comparison and context) criteria was 

applied during the formation of the actual search string (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007).  

Where population refers to a specific software role, category of software engineer, an 

application area, or industry group. While the intervention refers to the software 

methodology, approach, tool, technology or procedure to address a certain issue. The 

comparison is used when there is the need to compare the intervention with the outcome. 

Others such as context is applicable where there is need to relate factors of importance to 

the practitioner, like; time to market, reduced cost etc.  This systematic review only 

considered population AND intervention, as shown in Table 5. The other three facets 

were not considered, as it is not applicable to this study review. 

Table 5.  Population and intervention criteria for search strings 

Population ‘Software development’ 

Intervention ‘agile’, ‘extreme programming’, ‘xp’, ‘scrum’, ‘dynamic system development 

method’, ‘dsdm’, ‘fdd’, ‘feature driven development”, ‘lean’, ‘Kanban’, ‘Scrumban’. 

 

The final search string is as follows: “Software AND (agile OR "extreme programming" 

OR XP OR scrum OR "dynamic system development method" OR dsdm OR "feature 

driven development" OR fdd OR lean OR kanban OR scrumban)” 

Selected databases 

The search strategy to gather relevant studies included the use of standard electronic 

databases recommended for conducting a SLR (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007). Earlier 

studies like Brereton et al. (2007), Dybå and Dingsøyr (2008), and Ahmad et al. (2018) 

all suggest these databases to be an excellent source and cover extensively on topics of 

software engineering and computer science literatures. These databases were tested 

during the pilot stage and only four turned out to be useful for this research. These data 

sources were selected because they were made available and accessible for the purpose 

of conducting thesis work at the university, and they returned good number of quality 

data. The following electronic database were selected: 

 ACM Digital Library 

 IEEE Xplore 

 Web of science 

 SpringerLink 
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Study selection criteria 

Study selection criteria details the rationale to identifying and selecting the most relevant 

and suitable papers which would answer the research question of this study. After the 

search process, huge number of papers are fetched, and one of the critical tasks was to 

systematically filter the search results such that only the relevant studies remains. This 

thesis’ selection criteria were based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, as presented 

on Table 6. 

Table 6. Inclusion and Exclusion criteria 

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria 

 The study is in English 
 It is relevant to the research 

question 
 It is an empirical research 

paper 
 The study is published 

between January 2006 and 
December 2017 

 Meet the minimum quality 
threshold (see section 3.2.4) 

 Studies from both student 
and professional software 
developers 

 If their focus or main focus was not agile software 
development. 

 If no empirical data evidence was shown. 
 Since the research question is focused on agile software 

development, studies focusing on single technique and practice 
like, pair programming, unit testing or refactoring will be 
excluded (these are techniques or practices in software 
engineering that are not limited to agile software development 
and such can be practiced without agile in a separate sphere). 

 Since the focus is on empirical research, ‘lessons learned’ 
papers (i.e. papers without a research question and research 
design), expert, opinion papers, non-peer-reviewed papers (i.e. 
Books, Lecture notes, presentations, blog posts, gray literature) 
are excluded 

 Duplicate papers 
 Non-English 
 Papers before Jan. 2006 and after Dec. 2017 
 

 

3.2 Conducting the review 

This phase is where the main items of the review protocol are carried out. The process 

involved in this phase was executed immediately the review protocol has been fully 

developed. Furthermore, we present all the activities involved in this phase as previously 

illustrated on the Figure 7. These details the process of identifying relevant literature, as 

well as the step by step procedure of selecting, extracting and synthesizing useful data to 

support our research. 

3.2.1 Study search and selection process 

The search process involved the use of pre-designed search strings to run queries on 

standard online databases. These databases are known to be suitable for research in 

software engineering and computer science, and were considered to be suitable for this 

SLR after a piloting process as explained in the previous section 3.1.4. The retrieved 

papers are further selected and screened against the inclusion and exclusion criteria, then 

stored in a separate excel sheet on each of the selection stages. Details of the search and 

selection process is illustrated in the figure 7. 
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ACM
624

IEEE
2000

WOS
3318

Springerlink
666

Search digital databases

Exclusion on the basis of pub. Year, non-English

Exclusion on the basis duplicates

Exclusion criteria on the basis of title, study focus, 
publication year

Exclusion criteria on the basis of title, abstract, 
study focus, empirical data

Exclusion criteria on the basis of full texts, study 
focus, empirical data

N=6333

N=6608

N=357

N=70

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Reading of titles and pub. year
Excluded 5976 papers

Merged study
Excluded 275 papers

Reading of abstracts
Excluded 287 papers

Full text reading assessment 
of paper quality

Excluded 45 papers
Stage 5 N=25

 

Figure 7. Study selection process and number of studies included and excluded at each stage. 

Actual search 

The actual search was conducted on the 25th September, 2018. This made up stage 1. The 

searches followed the search strategy previously elaborated in section 3.1.4. At this point 

2 inclusion criteria searching for papers only in English and filtering out results based on 

the publication year (considered between January 2006 to December, 2017) was applied. 

The decision to choose the publication dates is based on the consideration taken on the 

timing and publication of complete relevant and scientific result.  Further refinements 

were deployed to limit the search strings on only the abstract, titles, or keywords of the 

paper on each of the database. The process retrieved a total of 9175 papers from all the 

databases combined.  Important to note that the refining criteria differed on each database. 

The aim was to filter study (something in the area of software engineering, computer 

science), document types (we considered only research paper and journals & magazines), 

languages (only literatures in English). However, 2567 papers out of the total search 
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results was not available, leaving a total of 6608 papers remaining for the next stage. The 

result of the search is shown in the Table 7. 

Table 7.  Result of the actual search 

# Databases Filters applied Search Query No. of 

papers 

retrieved 

No. of 

papers 

not 

available 

Actual No. 

of papers 

remaining 

1 ACM Digital 

Library 

Publication date: 

2006-2017. 

Software AND 

(agile OR 

"extreme 

programming" 

OR XP OR 

scrum OR 

"dynamic 

system 

development 

method" OR 

dsdm OR 

"feature driven 

development" 

OR fdd OR lean 

OR kanban OR 

scrumban) 

 

1455 831 624 

2 IEEE Xplore Publication type: 

Journals & 

Magazines, 

Conferences 

Publication date: 

2006-2017 

3736 1736 2000 

3 Web of science Research Area: 

Computer 

Science; 

Document types: 

Proceedings 

papers, Papers 

Language: 

English 

Timespan: 2006 - 

2017 

3318 - 3318 

4 SpringerLink Content type: 

Paper; Discipline: 

Computer 

Science; Sub-

discipline: 

software 

engineering/progr

amming and 

operating systems; 

Language: 

English; Date 

Published: 2006 - 

2017 

666 - 666 

 Total  9175 2567 6608 

 

Stage 2 merging and storing of results 

The 6,608 papers remaining from our actual search is saved, from each of the databases 

into a separate bibliography and reference management tool RefWorks 

(www.refworks.com). We used the reference management tool to merged our final search 

result (result from each of the database), which then gives the possibility to applied the 

exclusion criteria. Identifying duplicate papers and removing them. Duplicate occurred 
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as most of the databases shared the same data or publication source. The option of ‘close 

match’ was selected on the reference management tool. This option compares the titles, 

authors and publication dates in each study reference to find any similarities. This ensured 

that all duplicates are removed. About 4.2% (275 papers) of the search results were 

excluded at this stage. The remaining 95.8% (6333 papers) were exported in TSV-format 

into an excel spreadsheet (Where it is recorded the title, author, publication year, study 

type, abstract, source of each study, eligibility decision, etc.) for further screening and 

analysis in the subsequence stages. 

Stage 3 reading of titles and year of publication 

At this stage the resulting 6333 papers from stage 2 were reviewed. Studies whose title 

was not focused or related to the topic of this research (agile software development), and 

whose publication year did not fall in the range of January, 2006 - December, 2017, were 

excluded. Because of the different keywords that were combined to form our search 

strings, our search results also included papers that are un-related and irrelevant to the 

systematic review. For example, the inclusion of the search keyword “software” into our 

search strategy, resulted in several hits on broader topics under software like; open source 

software, usability testing, requirement engineering. The keyword “agile” generated a lot 

of papers related to other industries (Health, manufacturing, business etc.). However, due 

to some authors’ use of clever or witty title to hide the real content of a paper (Dybå & 

Dingsøyr, 2008), such study is included for further analysis in the next stage. A total of 

5976 papers were excluded at this stage, and the remaining 357 papers was transfer to a 

new excel sheet. 

Stage 4 Reading of abstracts 

At stage 4, we reviewed the abstract and keywords of each of the 357 papers. Studies 

were excluded if its focus were not on or related to agile software development, and if 

they did not show any indication of an empirical data. since this focus is on empirical 

research, ‘lessons learned’ papers (i.e. papers without a research question and research 

design), expert, opinion papers, non-peer-reviewed papers (i.e. Books, Lecture notes, 

presentations, blog posts, gray literature) were all excluded at this stage.  However, some 

abstracts did appear not to be straightforward, and some did not give any indication of 

what the whole paper is about. In some cases, it was simply not clear enough to determine 

if a paper was empirical by mere reading of its abstract. In those instances, such paper 

was also included for the next selection stage. At the end of this stage 70 papers were 

obtained. 

Stage 5 full text reading and assessment of quality of the papers 

In this final stage of study selection, a full text reading on all 70 papers obtained during 

the previous stage was conducted. Each paper was fully read to ensure that all the papers 

will serve the purpose of this research. This ensured that there was better knowledge and 

understanding of each paper prior to the quality assessment. However, one more paper 

was excluded due to the unavailability of its full texts. Additionally, the resulting sixty-

nine (69) papers were each assessed against the quality criteria. 
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3.2.2 Quality Assessment 

In this section the quality of each primary study is assessment by the primary author. If 

there was any uncertainty about the assessment process, the thesis supervisor acts as the 

second research. There is no generally accepted definition of what a study quality should 

be. But quality assessment in the context of a systematic literature review relates to the 

extent to which the studies minimize bias and maximize their validity (Kitchenham & 

Charters, 2007). 

This study applied the quality criteria proposed by Dybå and Dingsøyr (2008). The ten 

(10) quality criteria (see Appendix B) consist of questions that covers three main area, 

which includes: rigour, credibility, and relevance. These quality criteria provide a 

measure of an extent which each study is relevant and will contribute immensely to this 

study review (Dybå & Dingsøyr, 2008). This study chose these criteria because: (i) it can 

help investigate the usefulness of synthesis finding and result interpretation, and (ii) these 

quality criteria were previously employed in several systematic review on the topic of 

agile software development (Dybå & Dingsøyr, 2008; Ahmad et al., 2018) 

Each of the study evaluated and graded against ten (10) criteria based on a dichotomous 

scale (yes = 1, or no = 0). The total score for the quality checklist is 10, and the minimum 

threshold is 5. Meaning that only studies that pass the minimum threshold (greater than 

or equal to minimum threshold) were included as our final selected papers. Studies which 

fell below the minimum threshold were excluded. If questions 1 or both of question 2 and 

3 receive a “No” response the assessment would be over and such paper is excluded 

immediately. Of all the sixty-nine (69) papers assessed for quality, forty-four (44) papers 

were excluded. This resulted in twenty-five (25) final selected studies (See appendix E). 

However, 8 studies missing their research design method. While 15 studies failed to report 

their approach on data analysis.  

3.2.3 Data extraction 

Data extraction was conducted on all twenty-five (25) primary studies that emerged from 

the previous quality assessment stage. This process was carried out by reading each 

study’s full text and recording the desired information in a pre-designed form (see 

Appendix C). This form was designed in an excel sheet. The aim of the form was to ensure 

that full and specific data about each study was obtained, such that it helps in providing 

answers to our research questions. Data extracted from each primary study was recorded 

and stored in the corresponding fields. This study follows similar extraction form 

designed by Dybå and Dingsøyr (2008). For each study, the following data was extracted: 

 Data extracted regarding the description of the studies? 

 Bibliographic reference 

 Type of paper (e.g. Journal, conference, workshops etc.) 

 Study aims and objectives 

 Research question or hypothesis used 

 Study context 

The following data was extracted regarding the findings of the studies: 

 Design of study 

 Sample description 

 Setting of the study 
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 Data collection 

 Data analysis 

 Findings and conclusion 

 Validity 

The author used a strategy of copying in verbatim data relating to aims, settings, research 

methods, findings and conclusion, from the selected studies, and record them in the excel 

sheet. This strategy will help make it easy when analysing how the collected data 

addresses our research question. We give details of the data synthesis process in the next 

section. 

3.2.4 Data Synthesis 

Data synthesis in this section involved a meticulous collating and summarization of 

specific data extracted from the primary studies, such that these data can provide answers 

to the question of this SLR. A synthesis can either be descriptive (narrative synthesis, 

thematic analysis) or statistical (meta-analysis). Descriptive synthesis is used where the 

included studies data are not similar (heterogeneous). For example, the study design, 

findings and conclusion are different in-terms of their evident base. The statistical 

synthesis is used where the data from the included study are similar (homogeneous) 

(Kitchenham & Charters, 2007.). 

The synthesis method deployed in this study is descriptive synthesis. Information 

extracted from the studies are tabulated in a manner consistent with the research question. 

The table is structured in a way that it highlights the commonness or differences between 

the studies outcome (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007). This section was achieved in two 

stages. In the first stage of the synthesis involved identifying the main concepts from the 

selected studies using the primary author’s terms. These concepts were arranged in a table 

form to ensure proper analysis across studies. In the Second stage, the author looked for 

similarities and differences between the study data, and further group them into 

descriptive themes. The selected studies were further examined and emerging themes was 

identified from each study’s findings and conclusions. This study uses some of the themes 

as used in the study of Dybå and Dingsøyr (2008). In order to have a concise summary, 

studies were grouped into subcategories. The subcategories are formed by closely 

analysing each study to find out their main area of interest under each theme. 

3.3 Reporting the review 

This is the final phase of a SLR. It involves the writing up of results obtained from 

reviewing the selected studies, and presenting the results to the parties involved 

(Kitchenham & Charters, 2007). In this study, relevant studies were selected and data 

extracted using an extraction form (see section 3.2.3). The data collected was synthesized 

and results of the findings across each study is then written and organized according to 

the descriptive themes, such as presented in the next chapter. 
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4. Results 

In total, twenty-five empirical studies on agile software development were identified at 

the end of five stages of study selection process. Each primary study hereon will be 

referenced with a unique identifier (S1) ... (Sn) (see Appendix A for the list of all primary 

studies). 

In this section, first an overview of the different studies are given, by presenting general 

data that resulted from this study. This section discusses on the primary studies which 

covers a wide range of topics, carried out with multiple research methods, and performed 

in different research settings, ranging from the university software factory projects to the 

professional projects in small and large software development organizations. Furthermore 

the results needed to answer the research question is presented. 

4.1 Overview of the studies 

In terms of how primary studies covered the different agile software development (ASD) 

methods is presented in the Table 8. It was evident that Scrum and XP were the most used 

agile software development methods. 

Table 8.  Number of agile methods investigated in studies 

# Agile methods Number of papers Percentage References 

1 General 7 28% S2, S8, S9, S15, S16, S20, S18 

2 Scrum 6 24% S5, S6, S12, S13, S14, S17 

3 Multiple 5 20% S4, S7, S11, S19, S23 

4 XP 5 20% S1, S3, S10, S24, S25 

5 Kanban 1 4% S21 

6 Combine 1 4% S22 

 

Slightly seven (28%) of the primary studies were conducted to cover the general agile 

method, that is, with no specific method being subject of focus. This was followed by six 

(24%) of the studies each done on individual agile method such Scrum. Studies that only 

covered extreme programming was just five (20%), the same as studies on multiple agile 

method (i.e. Studies covering more than one specific method, Scrum, XP, etc.). Kanban 

and other combined methods (i.e. a customized method, made by picking practices of 

different method to implement as one, for example; Scrumban) were covered in only one 

(4%) study each. 

The level of agile experience among employees, covered throughout the studies (see 

Appendix D), it shows that twenty (80%) of the studies was on agile project carried out 

by matured (i.e. team with at least a year experience on agile development) agile 
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development team. Five of the studies accounted for the remaining 20% of studies on 

project with beginners (i.e. Less than a year of experience on agile development). 

Large number of the studies (i.e. 21 out of 25, 84%) dealt with professional software 

developers. Studies dealing with students, and other studies with both professionals and 

students were only two (8%) each. These results reflected an instance in two studies (S9 

and S10), where all participants were professional software developers, but however still 

lack the matured experience in agile development. 

As regards the year of publication, we had included studies which were published 

between January 2006 to December 2017. Figure 8 below show the distribution of study 

papers published in those years. 

 

 

Figure 8. Number of primary studies publish in each year 2006 - 2017 

It is observed that publication in those year range is a bit of a roller coaster. 2006 recording 

the most of 4 studies (16%) being published. Followed by a decrease in published studies 

in subsequent years, with 3(12%) studies each published in 2007, 2009, 2012, and 2013 

respectively. 2008 and 2016 recorded 2studies (8%) each being published. While the 

years 2010, 2011, 2015 and 2017 had the lowest amount of studies. One (4%) study 

published in each year respectively. 

4.2 Research methods 

Five different research methods were used in primary studies. The methods varied from 

Case study to survey, reflection, and a mixed of methods (i.e. where two or more methods 

are used in a particular study), as shown in Table 9. 
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Table 9.  Number of research methods deployed in studies 

# Research methods Number of papers Percentage References 

1 Single case 12 48% S1, S5, S9, S10, S13, S16, S19, 

S20, S21, S22, S23, S25 

2 Multiple case 5 20% S2, S4, S6, S11, S12 

3 Survey 5 20% S8, S14, S15, S17, S24 

4 Mixed (interpretive & 

exploratory) (exploratory 

& quantitative validation) 

2 8% S7, S18 

5 Reflection 1 4% S3 

 

Twelve (48%) of the primary studies adopted a single-case study method. Five (20%) 

multiple-case study were all carried out in software industry, and were done by team with 

in-depth agile experience. Only one (4%) study used the reflection method which was 

done in an industry consisting of mature and professional teams both in agile and software 

development in general. Five (20%) studies used survey methods, of which three of those 

studies did not indicate the settings for their survey, while the remaining two studies were 

done in a software industry. Only two (8%) of the primary studies adopted a mixed 

research method.  One study used a mix of interpretive and exploratory method, while the 

other uses exploratory and quantitative validation method. 

4.3 Benefit and Challenges of agile software development (ASD) 

This section will be pivotal in answering this thesis research questions. Twenty-one (84%) 

out of 25 primary studies reported on the benefits and challenges agile software 

development. only 4(16%) of 25 primary studies did not fit into this section. they provided 

baseline data on other aspect of ASD (S3, S8, S18, S24). One of the study by Talby, 

Hazzan, Dubinsky and Keren (S3) reported on how team used reflection practice in 

adoption of in development process. Such practices was used to stabilize new ASD 

project. Other three studies (S8, S18, and S24) reported on the success factors in 

introducing and adopting ASD. 

Benefit 

Seventeen (17, 68%) of the studies reported fifteen (15) benefits related to ASD. The 

following Table 10 presents some of the distinctive benefits as reported in studies. 
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Table 10. Benefits of Agile software development 

# Benefit Studies 

1 Better communication and collaboration S5, S6, S7, S10, S22, S23 

2 Improves team’s motivation and enthusiasm while reducing anxiety S5, S9, S21 

3 Rapid production of software and delivery S4, S10, S20 

4 Provide visualization of organization achievements S6, S9, S21 

5 Software quality improvements S5, S14 

6 Increased productivity due to absence of rework S4, S15 

7 Gives team ability to control project complexity S21 

8 Spot problems early on S6 

9 Increased productivity due to absence of rework S4 

10 Increases organization’s ability to react to changes S9 

11 Tacit transmission of knowledge S4 

12 Reduce work overtime S4 

13 Reduction of software defects S7 

14 Reduction in waste S10 

15 Manages customer uncertainty S25 

 

The table clearly shows the reported benefits were predominantly related to (i) ‘Better 

communication and collaboration’, which was found in 6 studies (S5, S6, S10, S22, and 

S23).  

ASD aspect which requires everyone (including the stakeholders) to be carried along 

during project development, was reported as beneficial in bringing everyone together. 

Fitzgerald, Hartnett & Conboy (S7) reported that excellent communication builds up 

within the team, thus building morale and helping the team to ‘gel’. Paasivaara, 

Durasiewicz, & Lassenius (S5) found that everybody talking more during scrum meeting 

made it easier to identify misunderstandings, e.g. understanding of the requirements. The 

study by Paasivaara, Durasiewicz, & Lassenius (S6) found that the team discussion 

channels open and encourages informal communication between teams. Which made it 

easy to get quick answers and clarifications. Daily meet discussions helped resolved 

discrepancies and increased the level of communication in the team (S22). The study by 

Pikkarainen, Haikara, Salo, Abrahamsson & Still (S23) noted that communication does 

not happen without the systematic meetings which brings stakeholders and team together 

to discuss on the requirements and project status. Moving people together reduced the 

amount of documentation needed, which means less documentation is replaced with 

direct communication to ease project work (S10). 
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Increase in software production and delivery was mentioned as being evident due to the 

building of products in increments (S10, S4). The study by Nanthaamornphong & 

Wetprasit (S20) found that work was separated into sub-projects to promote rapid 

completion of objectives and achieve continuous improvement during the development 

process. Prompt response allows the process to support changes instead of furcating user 

requirement (S20) 

Software quality improvements. One of the biggest differences to the earlier way of 

working was an improvement in overall quality (S5). Asnawi, Gravell and Wills (S14) 

found that the involvement of testers at each iteration has obviously helped in delivering 

good quality software to the team  

Provides visualization of organization’s achievements. Paasivaara et al. (S6) were 

beneficial since they increased the visibility of the project in both directions. They also 

offered one more possibility to monitor the work at offsite. Korhonen (S9) found that 

Product backlogs and time-boxed iterations provide clear goals and a fast feedback loop, 

and therefore, they improve the visibility of what is being done. Ikonen, Pirinen, 

Fagerholm, Kettunen and Abrahamsson (S21) found that Kanban visualizing also 

motivates the team greatly. The developers could see from the movement of tickets in the 

Verified column of the board what progress had been made.  

The following benefits were also found in studies: Increases ability to react to change’ is 

evident in the extents to which organization reactive capacity is improved significantly. 

Korhonen (S9) mentioned that majority of the developer felt improvements in flexibility 

and the ability to respond to change. Team’s motivation and enthusiasm is said to improve 

due to the absence of defined roles in the project, the motivation level fell (S9). Quick 

spotting of problem is due to the daily meeting where issues are raise (S6). This stresses 

the need to ask the usual question ‘any challenges in work’ during the daily scrum meeting 

(S6). 

Giving team ability to control project complexity (S21); tacit knowledge transmission 

(S4); increases productivity which is due to the absence of rework S4; reduces work 

overtime (S4); reduces software defects (S7); reduces waste (S10); manages customer 

uncertainty (S25). 

Challenges 

It is at least expected in organizations where several individuals are involved, it is 

susceptible to challenges. Therefore, incorporating ASD organization’s software 

development work does not come without its challenges (Jalali & Wohlin, 2012). This 

systematic literature review found that while ASD may have tremendous benefits in the 

software industry, it also brings challenges for achieving the organization goals. These 

challenges are presented in the following Table 11. 

Fourteen (14, 56%) studies reported on the 12 challenges that are associated with agile 

software development. Inexperience and lack of knowledge was ranked prime challenges 

as it appears in several studies (7 studies).  

Inexperience and lack of knowledge. Several studies mention how agile software 

development was difficult to adopt especially if there are no adequate knowledge and 

experienced hands to see it through (S12, S14, and S16). The study of Moe, Aurum, and 

Dybå (S12) mentioned how the lack of knowledge of certain developer hindered giving 
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of feedback to others when discussing problems or giving advice on how to perform a 

particular task. This hinders the decision-making process of the project team (S13). It 

becomes increasingly difficult for the team to operate if there is no knowledge of ASD, 

especially in briefing the customer (S14). This can create reason for organization or 

individual to stay clear of ASD completely (S16, S4, S11, S20), as one study Babar (S16) 

puts it: “Working with a new solution for a new business unit is very risky if using agile 

approaches. Since you would not have the domain knowledge and the proven 

architectural solution and patterns for that particular client’s domain, it would be very 

hard to start delivery the features from the very first iteration”.  

Table 11. Challenges of Agile software development 

# Challenges Studies 

1 Inexperience and lack of knowledge S4, S11, S12, S13, 

S14, S16, S20 

2 Insufficient and irregular communication and collaboration S2, S10, S11, S22, 

S23, S20 

3 Team silence caused by distance, culture, and language S5, S6, S14, S22 

4 Misunderstanding of volatile software requirements S2, S5, S20 

5 Lack of documentation S14, S10 

6 Lack of adequate training and sufficient facilitation S6, S11 

7 Alignment of strategic product plan with iteration plans S12 

8 Allocation of resources S12 

9 Quality measures not visible to the team S13 

10 Inaccurate estimations S13 

11 Lack of time for careful designing during iteration S16 

12 security and confidentiality of the team of things pertaining to the 

software project 

S19 

 

Insufficient and irregular communication and collaboration occurs when there exists a 

lapse in transmitting required information to the appropriate people involved in the 

project (S2). Nanthaamornphong and Wetprasit (S20) reported how project failed because 

organizations do not collaborate with the development team (company’s bureaucracy). In 

the study by Korkala and Abrahamsson (S2) not having a well-defined role to meet with 

the responsibility is a major setback to information flow within the team. A change in 

roles and requirements without adequate interactions and awareness with the team as well 

as other project stakeholders was regarded as contributing to the difficulty of the project 

(S11). Since teams in software development could be either co-located or distributed. Not 

having an effective communication mechanism was shown to be fatal to the success of 

the project (S22, S23). Pikkarainen et al. (S23) found that sprint planning meetings could 

also hinder the maintenance of long-term goals and analysis of communication. Which 

might result to decision not being analysed in enough details from technical perspective. 
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Petersen and Wohlin, (S10) found that management overhead may be created due to high 

number of teams requiring much coordination and communication. 

Team silence was found to be mainly in the early stages of software project (S5, S22). 

Paasivaara et al. (S5) reported instances in the daily scrum meeting where one team is 

waiting large portion of the time, for feedback from another team in different location. 

Such could be a result of teams in different location not knowing how much to say, 

culture, and lack of understanding related to language used in communicating (S5, S22). 

Banijamali et al. (S22) found that different people have different expectations regarding 

working in multinational teams. A study by Paasivaara et al. (S6) found that cultural 

difference influences the way of reporting impediments, and sometime it takes time to 

report information useful to others. People always want something suitable for their 

culture (S14) 

Misunderstanding of agile concept and requirement can come in many forms (S2, S5). . 

Korkala and Abrahamsson (S2) found that due to the division of roles, team member is 

usually passive during the requirement analysis, as they believe it is the sole responsibility 

of another team member. Paasivaara et al. (S5) added at the end of the meeting, a 

developer might have a completely different picture of what the requirements is than the 

rest of the team which can lead to complete project breakdown. The daily meeting was 

perceived by development teams as source of problems and disagreements, and felt their 

time would be better spent programming (S20). 

Lack of training and facilitation, are valuable investment software organization and their 

lack results in problem. Although the management were all committed to agile 

development, they failed to provide the necessary training and facilities for supporting 

the implementation of test-driven development (S11). Not receiving enough training 

makes it difficult for the team to operate (S6, S20). Paasivaara et al. (S6) found that on 

project team did not get any training; they were just sent materials to read; which really 

was not enough. New developers may find it difficult to change from what the already 

learned (S20).  

Asnawi et al. (S14) reported the difficulty due to lack of documentation. It is difficult to 

get parties involved to agree on things which are not put in papers. For example, dealing 

with government. 

The following challenges were also found in studies: allocation of resources and 

Alignment of strategic product plan with iteration plans were found in study by (S12); 

inaccurate estimations (S13); lack of time for careful designing during iteration (16); 

security and confidentiality of things pertaining to the software project due to the general 

involvement of everyone (S19) 
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5. Discussion 

In this section we first discuss the general observation of this SLR, followed by a 

discussion on the answers to the research questions. Discussion is given on the 

implications of finding for research and practice. Finally, we discuss the limitations of 

this SLR. 

This study identified, selected and analysed 6608 papers on agile software development. 

Of which 25 papers were identified as primary studies, as these studies were found to be 

within the criteria of this study. These primary studies presented the use of various agile 

methods in industry, carried out in multiple research methods, in different development 

settings (whether single location or distributed). It is evident that a lot of studies are still 

centered on key agile methods like Scrum and Extreme Programming (XP), quite similar 

to results of previous review (Dybå & Dingsøyr, 2008, Diebold & Dahlem, 2014). The 

identified primary studies were almost case study reports. This study found only five 

(20%) primary studies whose research methods were survey. This study utilized the 10 

factor quality assessment framework designed by Dybå and Dingsøyr (2008). The 

aggregated quality of each primary study were of an acceptable threshold, especially in 

areas of ‘data collection’, ‘data analysis’, ‘findings’ and ‘research methods’. 

This study also found challenges associated with agile software development, where 

inexperience and lack of knowledge was reported the most in 5 studies. While these 

findings of this study are of immense importance to organizations who are contemplating 

or already using agile software development, there is still lack in empirical studies. Such 

studies to cover several other agile methods, not just XP and Scrum. 

We identified 15 benefits of agile software development, listed in Table 10. The most 

mentioned benefit of agile software development is ‘Better communication and 

collaboration’, which was found in 6 studies. By helping to drive smooth growth 

throughout the software development while avoiding to make tasks more complex or de-

satisfying. Customers are sure to get their requested functionality right on time. 

Organization may benefit from continuous improvement and maintenance, as XP creates 

opportunities for developers and teams to self-organize and plan during software 

development. During implementation of XP practice (pair programming) encourages the 

transfer of real knowledge and promote continuous training, while test-driven 

development supports feedback thereby helping the developer and manager to run the 

project. Agile software development is reported as having tremendous impacts on the 

software development team. Agile practices (like sprint planning, open office space and 

daily meetings) used in projects were suggested as efficient practices to communicate 

requirements, features and project tasks in agile software development teams. In most 

cases where more practices were used together, there was evidence of increase in 

communication which works as a factor to reduce need for documentation in software 

development team. For organization with larger projects where various teams work on 

different part of the project, there is certainly need for adequate communication and cross-

team synchronization. In distributed setting where distance of separation really means a 

lot, communication normally suffers. Scrum could be used to solve one of the biggest 

problems, namely communication, by almost forcing the distributed team to frequently 

communicate. In general, continuous agile software development usage increases 

productivity, predictability, and ensures quality of software. 

Other benefits of agile software development are how it brings developer early on into 

the picture during software project. Its short iteration cycles increase the frequency of 
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releases and shortens requirement lead times. Organizations experiences reduction in 

waste and can better handle customer’s uncertainty. It brings overall improvements in the 

quality of software through basic testing (unit and component testing) and supports 

communication which fosters better understanding and reduce documentation.  

The people’s factor mentioned in agile manifesto is one of the lookout features impacting 

greatly on development team’s decision-making process. Practices like (i.e. Sprint 

planning, daily-stand up meeting, and retrospectives) are suggested to leads to a better 

alignment of strategic and tactical decision-making activities. This encourages collective 

inputs from all level, there by bringing everyone involved in the project (including 

stakeholder and management) together. Agile software development method like XP is 

linked to the positive impact on wellbeing of software developers. It decreases anxiety 

due exposure to design-based methodology. The constant testing, pair discussion and 

client reviews, which results in constant feedback to the team are linked to helping reduce 

depression level in teams. XP helps retain enthusiastic feelings amongst teams, as it 

breaks down complex projects into small stories and solve them in stages. 

Twelve challenges were found in primary studies, where ‘Inexperience and lack of 

knowledge’ and ‘Insufficient and irregular communication and collaboration’ were 

reported frequently (6 and 5 studies respectively). Half (6) of the challenges found barely 

receive attention. This could suggest that these challenges may not be common anymore 

in the industry, and thus could be seen in isolation. 

The notion of agile software development being difficult for introduction and adoption is 

seemingly based on reasons like the complex structure of the individual organization, and 

also the experience of the people. Organizations or individual wanting to adopt agile for 

the first time may experience early stage challenges due to lack of knowledge or supports. 

The mind-set of the people adopting agile development and the organization’s modus 

operandi must be willing to change and adapt if agile is to be successful applied. Training 

and learning need to be emphasized in order get people equipped with the relevant 

knowledge and skills necessary for a breakthrough in agile software development. 

However, implementing agile software development in organizations requires 

restructuring, realignments of specialized culture, and people’s orientation which is 

always the main challenges in most agile software development adoption cases. However, 

there was still some set back in communications between stakeholder and developers. It 

does seem like Scrum and XP practices does not offer adequate communication 

mechanisms in an extended environment where stakeholders and development teams are 

involved in the software development process. 

An aspect of XP which support for separation of roles amongst development teams 

(business and technical people), may lead to challenges in collective decision making. 

Everyone involved in the project, should be able to take part in decisions-making process, 

in order to align decisions on all levels. Situation where experience member of team 

hijacks the whole project decision making process. Oher team members may miss out on 

important picture of the project because other team member maybe be creating own plan 

without including others. 

These benefit and challenges have implication for practice. With the number of benefits 

reported could be a sign of how far agile software development has gone in the industry. 

Some of the findings are consistent in existing knowledge about benefits of agile software 

development. For example; communication and collaboration, improved quality, reduce 

defects, spot problem early on, were reported in (Dybå & Dingsøyr, 2008, Ahmad et al., 

2018). These findings suggest the important role that ASD play in supporting 
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communication and collaboration in projects, as it reflects on the speed of product 

delivery and customer satisfaction. Effective enrichment with the knowledge and 

understanding of the benefits of agile software development can boost confidence and 

bolster the decision to embark on the journey of the introducing and adopting agile 

software development into software projects. These results show that implementation of 

agile software development still seems to be a major issue to ponder, as organization still 

lack the basic knowledge and experience. This could be a symptom of a greater issues 

faced in the organization. As it would directly affect how communication is handled, 

which crats arrays of chaos with the organization. It is recommended that at least before 

embarking on journey of agile development, adequate training must be met, and 

management should try to facilitate the team with necessary leadership.  

5.1 Validity threats and limitation of study 

The main limitations that this review faced were in the process of studies selection and 

the challenges in extracting the data from various studies. In order to minimize such 

threats due to selection, a research protocol (which laid out the research question) was 

developed well beforehand. This question helped in identifying keywords and search term 

that would be used to search for relevant papers. However, it may be possible that our 

choice of keywords and search strings may have omitted a lot of other relevant studies. 

Similarly, this study may have face a publication bais, on basis of timing-lag. This study 

search was conducted in September 2018, and did not include any study published in 

2018. 

To avoid selection bias strategies to followed appropriate guidelines on forming a clear 

and balanced search strings during the search strategy have been adopted. The search 

string was subsequently piloted on different databases in order to clarify it weakness and 

refine the selection process. However, there was limitation at the time of retrieving papers 

from the data sources (ACM digital library, IEEE Xplore), which may have impacted the 

number of selected studies. This was due to certain database rights and exceeding the 

limit of maximum download. In order to mitigate this, during the pilot process aimed was 

given to identify other data source with potential to generate relevant results. Because this 

study was focus on empirical study, non-peer review papers, lesson learned, lecture note, 

presentation were excluded. That may have directly contributed to the total number of 

relevant primary studies. 

This study deviated a bit from the guidelines formulated by Kitchenham & Charters 

(2007). The use of multiple researcher in corroborating the results at each stages of the 

review as recommended in the guideline, and was not achieved in this study. That in itself 

a threat to the validity of this study. To reduce this threat, the author conducted some 

stages more than once, and the thesis supervisor weighed in on matters where second 

opinion were critical, in addition to the one primary researcher. However, each phases of 

the thesis were reviewed by group of researchers in a study course (master’s thesis 

seminar) organized by the author’s institution (University of Oulu). 
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6. Conclusion and direction for future research 

This thesis presents a systematic literature review, on agile software development. Where 

we identified empirical studies on agile software development, and presented findings on 

agile software development, its benefits and challenges. This study was achieved by 

following the guideline designed by Kitchenham and Charters (2007). The search strategy 

defined in the review protocol was used to identify 6608 papers, and on applying the 

inclusion and exclusion criteria resulted in 25 paper published from January 2006 - 

December 2017. 

The results show that Scrum and XP remains the most used agile software development 

methods, and it’s predominant among experienced software developers. It is clear from 

this finding that there is still need for quality research to investigate more on other agile 

software development methods (such as Lean development, future driven development, 

dynamic development, and adaptive software development). As this would create a 

balance on the current state-of-art in agile software development. Research methods used 

throughout primary studies were case study. 

This study found 15 benefits associated with agile software development as against 12 

challenges that it brings. This is particularly important for software practitioners who are 

seeking for reasons to adopt an iterative method of software development. The result 

shows that agile software development can benefit both the small and large (distributed) 

project. Particularly, in introducing and adopting agile in a co-located or globally 

distributed project. Some benefits widely reported on the people’s aspect of 

communication and collaboration, frequency of production and delivery, as well as how 

wellbeing of the team are being positively affected. However enormous the benefits are, 

this study does not downplay the seriousness of the challenges (for example; adequate 

training and understanding, distance, people orientation and perception in decision 

making), which could lead to total failure of a software project. In the future the author 

hopes to augment this study by additionally extending studies publication year. This 

would help bring updated knowledge on the state of agile software development. 
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learned” report based on expert opinion 
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Appendix C: Data Extraction Form (Dybå & Dingsøyr, 
2008) 

# Study item Description Comment 

1 Study identifier Unique id for the study  

2 Date of data extraction   

3 Bibliographic reference Author, year, title, source  

4 Type of article Journal article, conference paper, 

workshop paper, book section 

 

5 Study aims What were the aims of the study?  

6 Study objectives What were the objectives?  

7 Design of study Qualitative, quantitative (experiment, 

survey, case study, action research, 

literature review) 

 

8 Research hypothesis Statement of hypotheses, if any  

9 Research Questions If any  

 Agile   

10 Definition of agile software 

development given in study 

Verbatim from the study  

12 Agile method covered (Scrum, XP, Lean, …., unclear)  

 Empirical   

13 Empirical (yes, no, unclear)  

14 Project Duration (short, medium, large, unclear)  
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15 Sample description Size, students, professionals (age, 
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16 Setting of study Industry, in-house/supplier, products and 

processes used 

 

17 Data collection How was the data obtained? 

(questionnaires, interviews, forms) 

 

18 Data analysis How was the data analyzed? (qualitative, 
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 Study findings   

19 Relevance to research question related to.. (RQ1 or RQ2)  

20 Findings and conclusions What were the findings and conclusions? 

(verbatim from the study) 

 

Appendix D: Overview of Primary Studies 

Study 

ID 

Research 

method 

Agile 

methods 

Agile 

experience 

Professional/student Project 

duration 

Team 

size 

S1 single-case 

study 

XP experience professional 30 10 

S2 multi-case 

study 

general experience prof. & student N/A N/A 

S3 reflection XP experience professional 8 15 

S4 multi-case 

study 

XP & 

Scrum 

experience professional 6 N/A 

S5 single-case 

study 

Scrum experience professional N/A N/A 

S6 multi-case 

study 

Scrum experience professional 24/3/10 N/A 

S7 interpretive 

& 

exploratory 

XP & 

Scrum 

experience professional 18 N/A 

S8 survey general experience professional N/A N/A 

S9 single-case 

study 

general beginner professional 6  
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S10 single-case 

study 

XP beginner professional N/A 7 

S11 multi-case 

study 

XP & 

Scrum 

experience professional 30 7/5/5 

S12 multi-case 

study 

Scrum experience professional N/A N/A 

S13 single-case 

study 

Scrum experience professional 10 8 

S14 survey Scrum experience professional N/A 14 

S15 survey general experience professional 2.5  

S16 single-case 

study 

general experience professional N/A N/A 

S17 survey Scrum experience professional N/A N/A 

S18 exploratory 

& 

quantitative 

validation 

general experience professional N/A N/A 

S19 single-case 

study 

XP & 

Scrum 

experience professional N/A N/A 

S20 single-case 

study 

general experience professional N/A N/A 
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Kanban beginner prof. & student 1.5 13 

S22 single-case 

study 

Scrum & 

Kanban 

beginner student 5 N/A 

S23 single-case 

study 

XP & 

Scrum 

experience professional 12 N/A 

S24 survey XP experience student 6 N/A 

S25 single-case 

study 

XP beginner  N/A N/A 

Appendix E: Quality Assessment 

study 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 

Research Aim Context R. design Sampling Ctrl. 

Grp 

Data 

Coll. 

Data 

anal. 
Reflexivity Findings 

S1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 6 
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S2 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 6 

S3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 9 

S4 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 8 

S5 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 7 

S6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 9 

S7 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 8 

S8 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 8 

S9 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 8 

S10 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 8 

S11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 9 

S12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

S13 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 6 

S14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 9 

S15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 9 

S16 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 8 

S17 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 8 

S18 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 8 

S19 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 7 

S20 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 5 

S21 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 8 

S22 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 8 

S23 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 8 

S24 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 7 

S25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 7 

Total 25 21 23 17 20 22 21 10 11 25  

 


